This paper studies the problem of maximizing the expected utility of terminal wealth for a financial agent with an unbounded random endowment, and with a utility function which supports both positive and negative wealth. We prove the existence of an optimal trading strategy within a class of permissible strategies -those strategies whose wealth process is a supermartingale under all pricing measures with finite relative entropy. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the absence of utility-based arbitrage, and for the existence of a solution to the primal problem.
Introduction
The problems of optimal investment and contingent claim pricing in incomplete markets are fundamental in mathematical finance. The purpose of this article is to develop the existing theory for the case of an unbounded random endowment and a utility function defined on the whole real line. We also investigate some of the consequences for utilitybased approaches to pricing contingent claims.
The existing literature on optimal investment is far too broad for us to give a meaningful overview, so we concentrate on the area of immediate interest. The first paper to treat the case of general utility, within the framework of general semimartingale models of incomplete markets, was [KS99] . In this paper, the authors considered an investor, endowed with a deterministic initial wealth, with a utility function which supports positive wealths. The investor's objective is to maximize the expected utility of their terminal wealth by trading using admissible strategies -those strategies whose wealth process is uniformly bounded from below by a constant. The authors demonstrate the existence of an optimal admissible trading strategy by first solving a dual optimization problem.
The case of a general utility function supporting negative wealth was solved in [Sch01] for the case of a locally bounded semimartingale. For the negative wealth case, it quickly becomes apparent that the class of admissible strategies is too narrow. However, one must somehow rule out arbitrage strategies, and the subsequent paper [Sch03] showed that the wealth process of the optimal trading strategy indeed satisfies an important supermartingale properly. Recently, [BF05] has generalized the results of [Sch01] in an elegant way to the non-locally bounded case.
In [CSW01] the optimal investment problem in [KS99] was generalized by allowing a bounded random endowment, rather than just a deterministic initial wealth. The authors employed the duality between L ∞ and finitely additive signed measures to treat the case of a bounded random endowment. The case of a bounded random endowment with a utility function supporting negative wealth was treated in [Owe02] .
For an exponential utility function [DGR + 02] solve the case of hedging a short position in a contingent claim which is unbounded above, by making a change of measure. The paper [KS02] presents some additional and interesting results in this context. The article [HK04] considers an unbounded endowment (whose modulus is super-hedgeable) for a general utility function which is defined on the positive real line. Meanwhile, [Ž05] presents the solution to the problem of optimal investment and consumption of wealth for an investor with an endowment which is unbounded above.
In the current article we assume that the investor has an unbounded random endowment which is assumed to be both super-and sub-hedgeable (for precise details, see Assumptions 1.3 and 1.6). This includes, of course, the known cases of a bounded random endowment, or simply just a real valued initial wealth. We treat, for simplicity, the case of a locally bounded semimartingale market model. We assume that the investor has a utility function supporting both positive and negative wealth, the only restriction being the now standard condition of "Reasonable Asymptotic Elasticity" (see Assumption 1.1 for more details). The agent's objective is to maximize their expected utility of terminal wealth derived from trading and the endowment, over the time interval [0, T ], where T is some finite time horizon.
Rather than treating the supermartingale property of the optimal wealth process as an added extra, we have taken the step of embedding this property directly in the formulation of the problem. We consider therefore the space of "permissible" trading strategies -those strategies whose wealth process is a supermartingale under the pricing measures with finite relative entropy (see Definition 1.5).
In Theorem 1.8 we show the existence of a unique solution to both the primal and dual problems, for an endowment which is unbounded above. By a simple observation, we extend these results to the case of an endowment which is sub-and super-hedgeable. In Theorem 1.9 we complete the picture by showing that a necessary and sufficient condition for the well-posedness of the primal problem is the existence of an absolutely continuous local martingale measure with finite relative entropy. In addition, we show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an optimal solution to the primal problem is the existence of an equivalent local martingale measure with finite relative entropy. These observations are new, to the best of our knowledge.
The proof of Theorem 1.8 is broken down into Sections 2-4. In Section 2 we consider the optimization problem on the whole interval [0, T ]. Lemma 2.4 presents a slight development of a result of Kabanov and Stricker which shows that any optimal measure in the dual problem will be "as close to being equivalent to the statistical measure as possible" within the set of local martingale measures with finite relative entropy. We show, in Proposition 2.5, both that there is no duality gap and that there is an optimal measure in the dual problem by applying the Lagrange Duality Theorem.
In order to facilitate the proof of the supermartingale property we consider, in Section 3, a dynamic version of the dual problem, similar to that used in [Sch03] . The dynamic dual problem is initialized at a stopping time τ , valued in [0, T ], with the conditional expectation of the density of a local-martingale measure.
In Section 4 we find the optimal trading strategy in the primal problem by showing that the optimal candidate terminal wealth is superhedgeable with zero initial endowment and applying results of Delbaen and Schachermayer in a fairly standard fashion. We then give a proof of the supermartingale property for the optimal wealth process, along the lines of [Sch03] . Before we present the proof however, we give a new and, we believe, insightful proof of the supermartingale property in the case of exponential utility (see Proposition 4.3), by showing that the optimal wealth process can be written as a Snell envelope. This idea is new, to the best of our knowledge, even for the case of deterministic initial wealth. The supermartingale property for general utility is given in Theorem 4.4.
Section 5 contains an investigation of the properties of the optimal expected utility as a function of the endowment. This is worthwhile in its own right, but also helps us prove our results in Section 7.
In the last two sections of the paper we turn to the topic of pricing contingent claims. A brief overview of some of the relevant literature can be found at the beginning of each section. In Section 6 we introduce Marginal Utility-Based Price Processes (MUBPP's), which are essentially a dynamic version of the Marginal Utility-Based Price investigated in [HKS05] . The purpose of this section is to determine a fair price process for one or more new assets which are to be introduced into an existing economy. The dynamics of the asset prices should be consistent with the balance of supply and demand expected to hold for a financial market in equilibrium. If the new assets are fairly priced then the agent's expected utility of terminal wealth will not increase. Put differently, the agent's optimal demand for the new assets will be equal to zero. This idea is common in economics, where one considers a purely financial asset (in zero total supply) and a representative investor for the economy as a whole. In Theorem 6.4 we show that a locally bounded semimartingale is a MUBPP if and only if it is a local martingale under the (normalized) optimal dual measure.
In Section 7 we consider the implication of our results in terms of utility indifference pricing. Until now, most results on indifference prices have been proved for special cases of the utility function. See for example [DGR + 02] and [Bec03] . In Proposition 7.2 we consider properties of the indifference price for a general utility function. It is natural for us formulate the indifference price for an investor with a random endowment, although our results are new even for the case of a deterministic initial wealth. We show that indifference pricing can be considered as pricing with an entropic penalty, thus generalizing a representation of [DGR + 02] for any utility function. We also obtain various continuity conditions which are usually associated with convex measures of risk. In Proposition 7.5 we generalize results of [DGR + 02] and [Bec03] on volume asymptotics of the indifference price, both as the volume increases to infinity and to zero.
Throughout the article, U : R → R will denote a strictly increasing, strictly concave, continuously differentiable utility function which satisfies the Inada conditions
In order to avoid pathological examples, we assume throughout the condition of Reasonable Asymptotic Elasticity, namely that Assumption 1.1
This assumption essentially ensures that the investor is still reasonably risk averse when they are either very wealthy or very poor (see [KS99] and [Sch01] for a detailed discussion of the two conditions). We extend the domain of U in a natural way to [−∞, ∞] by prescribing that U(−∞) := −∞ and U(∞) := sup x∈R U(x). The convex conjugate V : (0, ∞) → R of U is defined by
It is an elementary exercise in convex analysis to show that V is a strictly convex, continuously differentiable function and that (U ′ ) −1 = −V ′ . We may therefore extend the domains of the functions V and V ′ in a natural way to [0, ∞], by prescribing that
Provided U(0) > 0, which we henceforth assume with no loss of generality, it turns out that Assumption 1.1 (Reasonable Asymptotic Elasticity) is equivalent to the assumption of either of the following two growth conditions on V .
or, equivalently,
If U(0) ≤ 0 then we would need to use a slightly more cumbersome version of the growth conditions above, however all our results are clearly still valid. For a proof of the equivalence of Assumptions 1. We model the discounted prices of d risky assets by a locally bounded, R d -valued semimartingale, (S t ) t∈[0,T ] , defined on a filtered probability space (Ω, F , (F t ) t∈[0,T ] , P), in which the filtration is assumed to satisfy the usual conditions of right continuity and completeness.
Let M a (resp. M e ) denote the set of probability measures Q ≪ P (resp. Q ∼ P) such that S is a local martingale under Q. To avoid ambiguity in Section 6 we shall write M a (S) for the set of local martingale measures for the process S. For a measure µ ≪ P, the quantity E P V dµ dP ∈ (0, ∞] is known as the (generalized) entropy of µ relative to P. Let M a V (resp. M e V ) denote the convex set of probability measures Q ∈ M a (resp. Q ∈ M e ) with finite relative entropy. Note that if
V , but otherwise this may not be the case. Throughout the paper we shall use measures with non-unit total mass. We introduce therefore the notation
where M is any convex collection of measures. Note that all non-zero measures in Cone(M a V ) have finite relative entropy due to Assumption 1.2(i). For P ′ ≪ P, let L(S; P ′ ) denote the space of R d -valued, predictable, S-integrable processes under P ′ . In order to rule out doubling strategies (whose "upward creep" leads to arbitrage), it is common practice in the literature to consider trading strategies which are admissible, in the sense that they belong to the cone H adm := {H ∈ L(S; P) : H · S is P-a.s. uniformly bounded from below by a constant}.
As is well known however, this class lacks the closure properties to admit a solution to the optimal investment problem when the utility function is defined on the whole real line. In Definition 1.5 below, we widen this class sufficiently so that it contains the optimal strategy. The primal problem we shall formulate shortly assumes that as well as being able to trade on the financial market, our investor has a random endowment, which is represented by an F -measurable random variable E . Assumption 1.3 There exist x ′ , x ′′ ∈ R and H ′′ ∈ H adm such that
Clearly any bounded random endowment, or even just a deterministic initial wealth satisfies Assumption 1.3. See Assumption 1.6 for a wider class of endowments, which can also be treated by a simple observation. The primal problem for the investor is to maximize their expected utility of terminal wealth derived from trading and the endowment. In order that the primal problem can be sensibly formulated, it is important to rule out arbitrage. In particular, a minimum requirement is that
In Theorem 1.9 we show that, under Assumption 1.3, the condition (1.1) is equivalent to the following assumption, which shall therefore hold throughout the paper.
We will indicate where Assumption 1.4 needs strengthening to the existence of an equivalent local martingale measure with finite entropy (for example in Theorem 1.8).
As remarked above the cone H adm of trading strategies is not large enough for the optimal investment problem (1.1) to admit a solution. We consider therefore the following wider class of trading strategies. Definition 1.5 We shall say that H is a permissible trading strategy if it lies in the cone
While H perm is itself not a vector space, it contains the space H mg := {H ∈ L(S; P) :
Using these wider classes of trading strategies, we can formulate a weaker version of Assumption 1.3, which we can also treat. Assumption 1.6 There exist x ′ , x ′′ ∈ R, and trading strategies H ′ ∈ H mg and H ′′ ∈ H perm , such that
We may now formulate the primal and dual problems.
. Later on, in Theorem 1.9, we show that u
It follows from convexity of V and M
In preparation for Theorem 1.8, note that it follows immediately from the definition of V that for any H ∈ H perm and µ ∈ Cone(M a V ) we have
Taking the supremum of the left hand side over all H ∈ H perm and the infimum of the right hand side over all µ ∈ Cone(M a V ) gives
(1.6)
The following theorem is the first of several of our central results. Proof. Suppose first that the random endowment satisfies Assumption 1.3. In this case, parts (i) and (ii) of the above theorem are proved in Proposition 2.5. If, in addition, M e V = ∅ then µ ∼ P by Lemma 2.4. Proposition 4.1 (see also Remark 4.2) and Theorem 4.4 provide a proof of the existence of an H ∈ H perm such that
Since, for such µ and H, the inequalities in (1.5) become equalities, the proof is finished for this case. Suppose now that the random endowment satisfies Assumption 1.6. Define 
so µ is also a minimizer in the dual problem for the endowment E . It follows from strict convexity of V that the minimizer is unique. If, in addition, M e V = ∅ then our earlier results show that µ ∈ Cone(M e V ) \ {0} and there exists an H ∈ H perm such that
so H ∈ H perm is optimal in the primal problem.
In the next result, we show that both of our assumptions on the existence of local martingale measures are optimal. In the case when M a V = ∅ but M e V = ∅, the "optimal terminal wealth" will be infinite on the event { db µ dP = 0}, which has non-zero measure under P. There is therefore no hope of representing the optimal terminal wealth as a stochastic integral. Recall that if U(∞) = ∞ then the statements M a V = ∅ and M e V = ∅ are equivalent. One can interpret the following proposition as a version of the Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing -it relates the existence of a "martingale" measure to the notion of no-arbitrage phrased in terms of finitness of the maximal utility. This result is new, even for the case when E is deterministic. 
(ii) Under Assumptions 1.1, 1.4 and 1.6, the set M e V is non-empty if and only if there exists an optimal H ∈ H perm in the primal problem.
Proof. We postpone the proof of part (i) to Section 2. For part (ii), the "only if" direction is shown in Theorem 1.8. To show the other direction, let µ denote the minimizer in the dual problem and suppose there exists an optimal H ∈ H perm in the primal problem. Then since, by Theorem 1.8, there is no duality gap, and ( H · S) T + E < ∞ a.s. we must have
Finitely Additive Measure Theory
We finish the introduction with some details concerning the theory of finitely additive signed measures (also known as finitely additive set functions), and refer the reader to [HS65, §20] or [DS64, Chapter III] for further details. Let ba denote the vector space of all bounded, finitely additive, signed measures on (Ω, F ) which are absolutely continuous with respect to P. To be precise, ba consists of all real-valued functions µ defined on F which satisfy the conditions (i) sup{|µ(A)| :
Let ba + denote the set of finitely additive unsigned (i.e. non-negative) measures in ba. Elements of ba admit a Jordan decomposition µ = µ + − µ − where µ + , µ − ∈ ba + , which allows us to define the total variation of a finitely additive signed measure as
The space ba can be endowed with the total variation norm µ := |µ|(Ω). Condition (i) above ensures that the norm is finite. Of course, if µ ∈ ba + then µ = µ(Ω). When we discuss the normalization of an non-zero element µ ∈ ba + , we shall mean the measure Q := µ/ µ = µ/µ(Ω) with unit mass.
Let ba σ be the space consisting of those measures in ba which are sigma additive (also known in some texts as countably additive). Elements of ba σ are therefore real-valued functions µ defined on F which satisfy condition (i), (ii) and the following strengthened
In addition to the usual theory of integration for measures in ba σ , one may also develop a theory of integration for measures in ba (see [DS64, Section III.2] or [HS65, p.354ff]). As a special case, the expression Ω Xdµ is well defined for any random variable X ∈ L ∞ (Ω, F , P). For notational convenience, if µ ∈ ba we shall also let µ denote the corresponding functional µ :
The intended meaning of this "overloaded" notation will be clear from the context.
It can be shown that the mapping L ∞ ∋ X → µ(X) is continuous with respect to the L ∞ norm topology. In fact, the correspondence between finitely additive signed measures and continuous linear functionals provides an isometric isomorphism between (ba, . ) and L ∞ (Ω, F , P) * (see [HS65, Theorem 20 .35]). It follows therefore that (ba, . ) is a Banach space, with a σ(ba, L ∞ )-compact unit ball {µ ∈ ba : µ ≤ 1}. Meanwhile for signed measures µ ∈ ba σ the mapping µ → dµ dP
provides an isometric isomorphism of (ba σ , . ) onto L 1 (Ω, F , P).
A Global Constrained Optimization Problem
In order to solve the constrained optimization problem (1.2), it is convenient to pass to a related, abstract version of the problem which is formulated within L ∞ . This allows us to appeal to the duality theory between L ∞ and ba. Throughout this section we assume that the random endowment E satisfies Assumption 1.3.
Note that the expectation above exists and is finite because U(X + E ) is bounded below by a constant, and above by any of the integrable random variables V dQ dP
where
is the cone of bounded random variables which are dominated by the terminal gain of a permissible trading strategy. Note that it follows immediately from the definition of C that sup
The functional V E is lower semicontinuous with respect to the weak* topology σ(ba, L ∞ ) because it is defined as the supremum of the σ(ba, L ∞ )-continuous affine linear functionals
We define an abstract dual problem to (2.2) by
is the polar cone to C . Note that D ⊆ ba + because −L ∞ + ⊆ C . A well known route to solving the constrained optimization problem (2.2) is to introduce the Lagrangian L(X, µ) := U E (X) − µ(X), in which the measure µ acts as a Lagrange multiplier. Note that
The following lemma probes deeper into the structure of the dual functional V E and relates the abstract approach to duality employed in this paper to the one used, for example, in [CSW01] .
Lemma 2.2 If the endowment E satisfies Assumption 1.3 then
Proof. Suppose first that µ ∈ ba + . Then there exists A ∈ F such that µ(A) < 0. Hence
+ then it follows (from the definition of a sigma additive measure) that there exists a decreasing sequence {A n } n∈N of events such that P[A n ] → 0 and
For the remainder of the proof, we consider those µ ∈ ba
]. An application of the monotone convergence theorem
and it is easy to show that the supremum is attained at
. Therefore, by the monotone convergence theorem we have
For the opposite inequality take any X ∈ L ∞ . Then
Proof. Take any µ ∈ Cone(M a V ). It follows from the definition of H perm that µ(G) ≤ 0 for all G ∈ C , so µ ∈ D. The second inclusion follows from [DS94, Theorem 5.6].
We give next a slight development of [KS02, Proposition 3.1], which will be useful in the proofs of Propositions 2.5 and 3.3.
Lemma 2.4 Suppose that Assumptions 1.1, 1.3 and 1.4 hold. Let D ⊆ D be a non-empty convex set such that V E (µ) < ∞ for some µ ∈ D. Suppose that µ ∈ D is a minimizer for the problem inf µ∈D V E (µ). Then µ ≪ µ for any µ ∈ D such that V E (µ) < ∞. As a result, any minimizer must lie in
Proof. Let µ be a minimizer, and take any µ such that V E (µ) < ∞. By Lemma 2.2, both µ and µ must be sigma additive and have finite relative entropy. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that µ, µ ∈ Cone(M a V ). Suppose for a contradiction there exists an event A ∈ F such that µ(A) = 0 and
E . Since λ → ν λ is convex, the integrable random variables (ν λ − ν 0 )/λ are monotone increasing in λ. By the monotone convergence theorem,
Hence lim λց0
While the abstract maximization problem (2.2) does not generally have an optimal solution G ∈ C , the dual problem inf µ∈D V E (µ) does have an optimal solution µ ∈ D which turns out to be the measure in Theorem 1.8. The following proposition demonstrates the existence of the optimal measure in the dual problem by employing the Lagrange Duality Theorem. The use of this powerful and elegant theorem (which is a version of the Hyperplane Separating Theorem) replaces the usual application of the well known minimax theorem.
Proposition 2.5 Under Assumptions 1.1, 1.3 and 1.4 there exists a unique minimizer µ ∈ Cone(M a V ) \ {0} in the dual problems (1.3) and (2.4), and there is no duality gap in (1.6). Indeed, sup
Proof. From (2.3), (1.6), Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we have
The result now follows simply by applying the Lagrange Duality Theorem: Following the notation of [Lue69, §8] we set X = Z = L ∞ , Ω = X, and let G : X → Z be the identity operator. Let P := −C be the positive cone of Z, so that the positive cone P
It is easy to verify that the concave dual of the convex functional
and that the optima on the right are achieved by some µ ∈ D. Applying Lemma 2.4, with D = D, we see that µ ∈ Cone(M a V ) \ {0}. To prove uniqueness, suppose for a contradiction that there are two minimizers µ 1 , µ 2 ∈ Cone(M a V ) with µ 1 = µ 2 and define µ := 1 2
Since V is strictly convex, we may apply Lemma 2.2 to see that
, which is the required contradiction. Finally, since 0 cannot be a minimizer, we must therefore have
Remark 2.6 It is worth noting that essentially all of the results in this paper can be proved without appealing to Proposition 2.5. Indeed, we can show that inf y>0 v E (y) is attained by a uniqueŷ ∈ (0, ∞) by noting from Corollary 3.9, later, that v is strictly convex; one can easily rule out the possibility that the infimum is attained at y = 0 by setting D = Cone(M a V ) in Lemma 2.4, and at y = ∞ by noting that V ′ (∞) = ∞. Again, from Corollary 3.9 there exists a unique probability measure Qŷ, which attains the infimum in the dual problem (1.4). From here it is easy to show that µ :=ŷ Qŷ minimizes inf µ∈D V E (µ). If, in addition, M e V = ∅, then one can show the existence of an optimal trading strategy and that there is no duality gap by applying Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.4.
Proof
adm }, and D adm := {µ ∈ ba : µ(X) ≤ 0 for all X ∈ C adm }. Clearly, C adm ⊆ C and D adm ⊇ D. By applying [DS94, Theorem 5.6], it is easy to show that
Applying the Lagrange Duality Theorem (as in the proof of Proposition 2.5), we see that
Since
A Dynamic Dual Problem
Throughout this section we fix a stopping time τ , valued in [0, T ], and consider a dynamic version of the dual problem on the stochastic interval τ, T . To simplify matters when reading this section for the first time, the reader could consider the case τ = 0. Throughout this section we shall assume that Assumptions 1.1, 1.3 and 1.4 hold, without further comment. We shall take conditional expectations throughout this section in the general sense of [Shi95, §II.7] , and say that a random variable X is conditionally integrable under a measure Q, with respect to a sigma algebra F , if E Q |X| F < ∞, Q-a.s., so that the conditional expectation E Q [X|F ] may be defined.
Given an initial random variable ξ ∈ L 1 + (Ω, F τ , P), define the simplex of terminal measures
The convex set of time-τ initial random variables for our dynamic dual problem is defined by
Note that (by definition) if ξ ∈ Ξ τ then ξ > 0 µ-a.s. for any µ ∈ ba τ (ξ), even if P({ξ = 0}) > 0. The terminal "martingale measures" for the dynamic dual problems are given by
These sets represent slices of the cones Cone(M a ) and D respectively.
For E = 0 and ξ ∈ Ξ τ strictly positive, the dual problem (3.2) coincides with the dynamic dual problem originally defined in [Sch03] . Although our primary aim is to solve the dual problem (3.2), it is more obvious that (3.3) has a solution, due to the lower-semicontinuity of V E and following result.
Proposition 3.3 Given any ξ ∈ Ξ τ \ {0} there exists a unique probability measure
which attains the infima in the dual problems (3.2) and (3.3).
Proof. Since ξ ∈ Ξ τ , we may choose any µ in the non-empty set ba τ (ξ) ∩ Cone(M a V ) by virtue of (3.1). By Lemma 2.3 we have µ ∈ D τ (ξ). By Assumption 1.3 we have that
It follows from equation (3.3), Lemma 2.2 and the finite relative entropy of µ that
We now show that µ ξ is optimal for (3.2). Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists a µ ∈ M a τ (ξ), and event A ∈ F τ such that
; the proof that µ ∈ Cone(M a ) is left as an exercise for the reader -this follows from a localization argument, and the fact that any process which is simultaneously a martingale under the probability measures Q := µ ξ / µ ξ and Q := µ/ µ will also be a martingale under Q := µ/ µ , noting that µ = µ ξ = µ = E P [ξ]. Moreover, it is easy to show that µ has finite relative entropy and hence by Lemma 2.3 we have µ ∈ D τ (ξ). Applying Lemma 2.2 gives
the required contradiction. Taking expectations shows that µ ξ is also unique for (3.3).
Lemma 3.4 For ξ ∈ Ξ τ \ {0}, the map (0, ∞) ∋ y → v τ (yξ) is strictly convex, and the F τ -measurable, one-sided derivatives
Proof. Suppose that ξ 0 , ξ 1 ,ξ ∈ Ξ τ \ {0}, and let A := {ξ 0 <ξ < ξ 1 } ∈ F τ . Let µ i ∈ M a τ (ξ i ) for i = 1, 2 be the minimizers in the dynamic dual problems v τ (ξ 0 ), and v τ (ξ 1 ), and pick any µ ∈ M a τ (ξ). Define the F τ -measurable random variable λ := 1 A (ξ − ξ 0 )/(ξ 1 − ξ 0 ). Since λ is (0, 1)-valued on the event A, we may define the measurẽ
Furthermore,
Strict convexity of the maps R ∋ λ → v τ (λξ) follows from (3.4) by choosing ξ 0 , ξ 1 and ξ to be scalar multiples of ξ. It is thus clear that the one-sided derivatives D − v τ (ξ) and D + v τ (ξ) exist and are finite on the event {ξ > 0} because the ratios used in their definitions are finite and increasing P-a.s. with respect to y. Rearranging (3.4) gives that
It follows, by applying (3.5) twice on the event
Remark 3.5 Note that the map ξ → v τ (ξ) is not randomly convex in the sense of [Sch03] or [BF] . This difference results from the fact that the domain of our dual problem (3.2) consists exclusively of densities of local-martingale measures for the whole time interval [0, T ] -a set which is typically not closed under random convex combinations.
If the one sided derivatives are equal then we say that the two-sided derivative Dv τ (ξ) exists.
Proposition 3.6 For ξ ∈ Ξ τ \ {0}, the two sided derivative Dv τ (ξ) exists and
Remark 3.7 The observant reader may be concerned that the conditional expectation on the right hand side of equation (3.6) is unique only up to Q-null sets. This does not cause any problems however because E P dQ dP |F τ = ξ/ ξ 1 , so P and Q are equivalent on the sigma algebra {A ∩ {ξ > 0} : A ∈ F τ }.
Since λ → ν λ is convex, the integrable random variables (ν λ − ν 1 )/(λ − 1) are monotone increasing with respect to the parameter λ = 1. Therefore, by the monotone convergence theorem we may differentiate h(λ) at λ = 1 inside the expectation. Moreover, since h(1) = v τ (ξ), h(λ) ≥ v τ (λξ) for all λ > 0 and, from Lemma 3.4, the map λ → v τ (λξ) is convex, it follows that the two-sided derivative Dv τ (ξ) exists and
where we have used Bayes' rule in the last equality. Note that the conditional expectations on the right hand side are well defined, as the random variable in the first expectation is dominated above and below by the integrable random variables ν 2 − ν 1 and 2(ν 1 − ν 1/2 ) respectively. Take any Q ∈ M a τ (ξ/ ξ 1 ) satisfying E P V dQ dP
(that is, ν τ is conditionally integrable with respect to the sigma algebra F τ ). By repeating the convexity argument above, it follows from a conditional version of the monotone convergence theorem that we may evaluate the right-sided derivative, D + h, of h at λ = 1 by differentiating inside the expectation. This time, since h(1) = v τ (ξ), h(λ) ≥ v τ (λξ) for all λ ≥ 1 and the map λ → v τ (ξ) is convex, it follows that
The condition expectations on the right hand side are well defined, as the random variable in the first expectation is dominated above by the conditionally integrable random variable ν 2 − ν 1 . Since D + v τ (ξ) = Dv τ (ξ) is real-valued, the random variable V ′ db µ ξ dP is in fact conditionally integrable under Q. 
Proof. Let µ ξ = µ(ξ; τ ) denote the minimizer in the dynamic dual problem. Applying Proposition 3.6, Assumption 1.2(ii) and Assumption 1.3, we may find a C > 1 such that P-a.s.
Corollary 3.9 For y > 0 there exists a unique probability measure Q y ∈ M a V which attains the finite infimum in the dual problem (1.4). The dual function v E (y) is continuously differentiable and strictly convex as a function of y > 0. Moreover,
in which Q y is also optimal. Finally, v E (y) satisfies the growth condition yv
Proof. The properties of v E (y) follow from the above results by setting τ = 0, ξ = y and defining Q y = µ y /y. If F 0 consists of more than just P-null sets, one can replace it by the trivial σ-algebra {∅, Ω}, and the results still hold. In particular, the continuous differentiability of v E (y) follows from convexity and differentiability.
The Optimal Trading Strategy
In this section, we demonstrate the existence of an optimal trading strategy in the primal problem. We assume throughout this section that Assumptions 1.1, 1.3 and 1.4 hold. Throughout this section we let µ ∈ Cone(M a V ) \ {0} be the unique minimizer in the dual problem (1.3), and let Q denote the normalization of µ.
Proposition 4.1 There exists a predictable process H ∈ L(S; Q) such that H · S is a Q-martingale and such that
Moreover,
where the last equality follows from Proposition 2.5 and differentiability of v E (y). Similarly, for any Q ∈ M a with finite relative entropy we have G ∈ L 1 (Q) and E Q G ≤ 0.
. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that G n → G as n → ∞, a.s., and that
We may also assume that
Using the supermartingale property of the processes H n · S, we have ( 
.s. and the process H · S is a Q-martingale. It now follows that
where the last equality is true because µ is optimal for (3.2) with ξ = E P db µ dP F τ .
Remark 4.2 Note that by applying Lemma 2.4 with
In the case when M e V = ∅ we also have that Q ∼ P, by Lemma 2.4, so H ∈ L(S; P). We now turn to the problem of showing that the wealth process of H is a supermartingale under all equivalent local martingale measures with finite relative entropy. Theorem 4.4 deals with this result in generality, but relies on some powerful results concerning a characterization of supermartingales, taken from [Sch03] . For the case of exponential utility however, a marginally weaker version of the supermartingale property can be proved by elementary considerations. Although separate attention is given to the case of exponential utility in [Sch03] , our proof seems to be new, even for the case when E is deterministic.
The proofs below use our analysis of the dynamic dual problem of Section 3. In the next result we consider the case when U(x) = − 1 γ exp(−γx). The constant γ > 0 represents the investor's absolute risk aversion. Note that for our proof we only need to apply the results of Section 3 for deterministic stopping times τ = t.
Proposition 4.3 (Exponential Utility) Suppose that
and hence the optimal wealth process, H · S, is a Q-supermartingale for all Q ∈ M e V . Proof. For the special case of exponential utility we have V (y) = y γ (ln y − 1). First we introduce some notation: Given two measures Q 1 ≪ P and Q 2 ∼ P, we define the concatenated measure Q 1 ⊗ t Q 2 ≪ P via its Radon-Nikodym derivative
Define the probability measure Q := µ/ µ . Given any
Since µ is also the minimizer in (3.2) and (3.3) with τ = t and ξ = E P db µ dP F t it follows from Proposition 3.6 that
Applying Proposition 3.6, we have equality for the optimal measure Q. Equation (4.1) follows by applying Proposition 4.1. Since H · S is a Q-martingale, we have ess sup
The inequality above follows because
We now present the general case, whose proof follows the remarkable ideas presented in [Sch03] :
Theorem 4.4 (General Utility) The optimal wealth process, H · S, is a Q-supermartingale for all Q ∈ M a V , and hence H ∈ H perm .
Proof. Suppose that there exists a Q ∈ M a such that H·S fails to be a Q-supermartingale. Then applying [Sch03, Lemma 1], it is possible to find a sequence of [0, T ] ∪ {∞}-valued stopping times increasing to +∞ such that ( H · S) τn ≤ 0 on {τ n < ∞} and
Since H · S is a uniformly integrable martingale under Q we also have
It follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that lim sup
where Y t is the density process of y dQ dP
, and Y t is the density process of db µ dP . Set A n := {τ n < ∞, Y τn ≥ Y τn }, and note that lim sup n→∞ A n = ∅. By applying Lemma 2.4, we see that yQ ≪ µ, and hence { Y τn = 0} ⊆ {Y τn = 0}. It follows from the monotonicity of Dv τn (shown in Lemma 3.4) that Y τn Dv τn ( Y τn ) ≤ Y τn Dv τn (Y τn ) P-a.s. Applying Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 4.1
Sending n → ∞, we deduce from (4.2) that Q cannot have finite relative entropy.
Dependence on the Endowment
In the next result, we investigate the properties of u E as a function of the endowment. This study is worthwhile in its own right, but will also help us prove Proposition 7.2. Assumptions 1.1 and 1.4 hold throughout this section. We will also assume throughout that all endowments satisfy Assumption 1.6. Let µ E denote the optimal measure in the dual problem with endowment E , and let Q E denote the normalization of µ E .
(ii) (Concavity) Given endowments E 1 , E 2 and λ ∈ [0, 1],
The proof of Proposition 5.1 is given in the Appendix.
Remark 5.2 The Lebesgue Continuity property above is equivalent to Fatou properties from both above and below (see (8.4) and (8.5)), or, alternatively, to continuity from both above and below in the sense that
and
The terminology "Lebesgue Continuity" has been motivated by similar terminology for utility functions defined on L ∞ , which can be found in [JST06] .
Corollary 5.3 Define u E (B) = u E +B . Then u E (B) satisfies the properties (i)-(iv) of Proposition 5.1. Furthermore,
, it is clear that conditions (i)-(iv) of Proposition 5.1 are satisfied. Furthermore, by Theorem 1.8,
For the other inequality,
Remark 5.4 Note that for x ∈ R, the function u E (x) itself inherits the properties of a utility function. Furthermore,
It follows that u E (x) satisfies the condition of Reasonable Asymptotic Elasticity, i.e. Assumption 1.1.
Marginal Utility-Based Price Processes
The purpose of this section is to determine a fair price process for one or more purely financial assets, each in zero total supply, which are to be introduced into an existing economy. The dynamics of the asset prices should be consistent with the balance of supply and demand expected to hold for a financial market in equilibrium. An equilibrium price process should therefore be such that a representative investor acting optimally will not wish to invest in the new assets. We refer the reader to [Fol00] for an exposition on some themes within the economic theory underlying asset pricing. The precise definition of a MUBPP is given in Definition 6.2. The intuition behind a MUBPP can alternatively be viewed at the level of an individual investor, whose expected utility would not increase if the assets are introduced at a fair price. Put differently, if an individual investor believes the asset price process is fair then their optimal demand for the new assets will be equal to zero. Our main result in this section is that a locally bounded semimartingale is a MUBPP if and only if it is a local martingale under the (normalized) optimal measure in the dual problem.
Marginal Utility-Based Prices have previously been investigated in [HKS05] , in the context of static "buy and hold" strategies for the new assets, and deterministic initial wealth. We develop here a dynamic version of this theory, which is new even for the case of a deterministic endowment. One can also find related ideas in the paper of [Kal02] . It is worth noting that there are links between MUBPP's and Davis's "fair price" (see [Dav97] and [KK96] ).
Let S, S ′ be respectively d-and d ′ -dimensional locally bounded semimartingales. We can combine S and S ′ together to form the
. We shall assume throughout this section that u adm E (S) < U(∞), which by Theorem 1.9 is equivalent to the statement that M a V (S) is non-empty.
Lemma 6.1 Consider an investor with a utility function U satisfying Assumption 1.1 and a random endowment E satisfying Assumption 1.3. Assume that the investor has access to a market S. Let S ′ be a d ′ -dimensional locally bounded semimartingale. The following statements are equivalent:
If, furthermore, M e V (S) is non-empty then the above statements are equivalent to
is optimal in the primal problem u E (S, S ′ ), where H ∈ H perm is the optimal solution to the primal problem u E (S).
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) is trivial by Theorem 1.9(i). Suppose that M e V (S) is non-empty, in which case, by Theorem 1.8 there exists an optimal H ∈ H perm in the primal problem u E (S). The implication (iii)⇒(ii) is trivial, so we shall only demonstrate (ii)⇒(iii): ( H, 0) is optimal in the primal problem u E (S, S ′ ) because
It now follows from Theorem 1.9(ii) that M e V (S, S ′ ) = ∅.
Definition 6.2 We shall say that S ′ is a Marginal Utility-Based Price Process (MUBPP) for the investor (U, E ) on the market S if it satisfies (any one of ) the equivalent conditions above.
Remark 6.3 (Pricing Contingent Claims) Suppose that S
′ is the price process of a derivative security or a contingent claim which matures at time T . The price of the asset at maturity will be equal to the payoff of the contingent claim. If S ′ is a MUBPP then it is a fair price process for the contingent claim B = S ′ T because the investor will not be tempted to take either a long or a short position in the claim at any time.
The next result gives a natural characterization of MUBPP's. We let Q E denote the local martingale measure which is obtained by normalizing the optimal measure µ E in the dual problem with endowment E .
Theorem 6.4 S
′ is a MUBPP if and only if S ′ is a Q E local martingale.
is a Q E -supermartingale and hence
Taking the supremum of the left hand side over all (H, H ′ ) ∈ H perm (S, S ′ ) gives the required inequality.
For the other direction:
Since there is no duality gap for either of the markets S and (S, S ′ ) it follows that v E (S) = v E (S, S ′ ), so in fact µ E must be the unique optimizer for v E (S, S ′ ). Hence Q E ∈ M a V (S, S ′ ). Hence S ′ is a local martingale under Q E .
Remark 6.5 As a special case when the market is trivial, in the sense that S = 0, the above theorem reduces to the statement that S ′ will be an uninteresting investment opportunity (for any investor) if and only if it is a P-local martingale.
Indifference pricing is currently a highly actively area of research, and, correspondingly, the amount of literature on the topic seems to have grown exponentially in recent years.A recent overview of the existing indifference price literature can be found in [HH] .
Within mathematical finance, the first reference to indifference pricing is [HN89] in the context of transaction costs. More recently, [RE00] studies of various aspects of the seller's indifference price for bounded contingent claims, exponential utility and a Brownian filtration. They show that the indifference price tends to the super-replication price as the risk aversion parameter tends to infinity, and to the minimal entropy price as the risk aversion parameter tends to 0. The minimal entropy price is related to Davis's "fair price", as mentioned already in Section 6.
In the semimartingale setting [DGR + 02] and [Bec03] study the indifference price for exponential utility. Between them, these papers generalize the asymptotical analysis of [RE00] with respect to the risk aversion parameter. Recently, [MS05] studies a dynamic version of indifference prices for exponential utility, and [KS] consider dynamic versions of utility indifference prices via convex risk measures.
In Propositions 7.2 and 7.5 we present new results on indifference prices. These include continuity properties for the indifference price and volume asymptotics of the average indifference price for the case of a general utility function, unbounded endowment and unbounded contingent claims.
Let us consider the point of view of an investor with a utility function U and a random endowment E , who is considering buying a contingent claim B. Assumptions 1.1, 1.4 and 1.6 will hold throughout this section. In addition, all contingent claims are assumed to satisfy the conditions in Assumption 1.6. Definition 7.1 The utility indifferent purchase price, p = p E (B) = p(B; U, E ), of B is defined implicitly as the solution to the equation
(7.1)
Our next result concerns the existence and uniqueness of a solution to equation (7.1), along with various fundamental properties of the indifference price. As usual, Q E denotes the local martingale measure which is obtained by normalizing the optimal measure µ E in the dual problem with endowment E . The expectation E b Q E
[B] is related to Davis's fair price (see [Dav97] ).
Proposition 7.2 (Indifference Prices) For any contingent claim satisfying Assumption 1.6, there exists a unique solution, p, to equation (7.1). The utility indifferent purchase price, p E (B) = p, is therefore well defined. Moreover,
(ii) (Translation invariance) For c ∈ R we have p E (B + c) = p E (B) + c; contingent claims B 1 , B 2 and λ ∈ [0, 1] ,
(vi) (Pricing via entropic penalty)
where the penalty functional, or dual Orlicz norm, α :
(viii) (Fatou property) If (B n ) n≥0 is a sequence of contingent claims which uniformly satisfy Assumption 1.6 (in the sense that the sup-and super-replicating strategies are independent of n) then
(ix) (Continuity from above) If (B n ) n∈N is a sequence of contingent claims such that
Proof. Let u E (B) be as defined in Section 5. The existence and uniqueness of a solution to (7.1), as well as statement (i) follow immediately from Corollary 5.3. Part (ii) is obvious, part (iii) is a trivial consequence of the fact that the vector space H mg lies within H perm , so ±H + H perm = H perm . Part (iv) follows from monotonicity of u E (.). Part (v) also follows from Corollary 5.3: By concavity of u E (.),
(vi) Let µ be the optimal measure in the dual problem for the endowment E . Then by monotonicity and continuity of u E (.),
(vii) This follows from part (vi) because
Hence
(viii) It follows immediately from the conditions that lim sup n B n also satisfies Assumption 1.6. Moreover, using Fatou's Lemma,
(ix) This follows immediately from (viii). (ii) The certainty equivalent c = c E (B) = c(B; U, E ) of a contingent claim B is defined implicitly as the solution to the equation u E +B = u E +c . Clearly, p E (B) = −c E +B (−B). This alternative, but intimately related, approach to pricing contingent claims has been investigated in [Fri00] and [Bec03] with zero random endowment.
(iii) The buyer's indifference price has an immediate interpretation for a risk manager with a risky position B, as it is the largest amount that another investor (with utility function U and endowment E ) would be prepared to pay in order to take on the risk inherent in B. Put differently, ρ(B; U, E ) := −p(B; U, E ) is the smallest amount of money that would have to be added to B in order to make it acceptable for the risk to be taken on by another investor, and therefore has the properties of a convex risk measure. We refer the reader to [FS02] for details about convex risk measures. It is no coincidence that the penalty functional α in Proposition 7.2 is a type of dual Orlicz norm similar to those arising from considering risk measures associated to shortfall risk, as in [FS02, Section 3].
In the next result we analyze volume asymptotic properties of the average indifference price, generalizing results of [DGR + 02] and [Bec03] to any utility function satisfying Assumption 1.1. Related results on asymptotics (all for exponential utility) have been obtained by [RE00] , [FM03] and [Str04] .
Definition 7.4 For β > 0, the average utility indifferent purchase price for β units of the contingent claim B is defined by
Proposition 7.5 (Volume Asymptotics) Suppose that B satisfies the conditions of Assumption 1.6. Then p E (B, β) is a continuous, non-increasing function of β. Moreover,
(ii) lim
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 7.2 that p E (B, β) is a continuous function of β. Take 0 < β 1 ≤ β 2 . Then by concavity of p (setting λ = β 1 /β 2 , B 1 = β 2 B and B 2 = 0), E P V dµ dP + dµ dP (E + β(B − p E (B, β)))
− p E (B, β)).
Taking the limit as β → ∞, the right hand side tends to −∞, which is a contradiction.
(iii) Applying Proposition 7.2(vii), we see that p E (B/n) → 0 as n → ∞. Hence, defining B n := B/n − p E (B/n) we see that
and inf
as n → ∞. Let µ n (resp. Q n ) denote the optimal measure (resp. normalized measure) in the dual problem with endowment E + B n . By Proposition 5.1(iii), µ n → µ E as n → ∞ in σ(ba, L ∞ ). Since { µ n : n ∈ N} ⊆ ba + , it follows that Q n → Q E in σ(ba, L ∞ ) as n → ∞. From the definition of an indifference price,
− p E (B, 1/n))/n.
Rearranging gives p E (B, 1/n) ≥ E b Qn [B] . Since B satisfies Assumption 1.6, we may find an H ′ ∈ H mg such that B := B − (H ′ · S) T is bounded below. Now, 
Appendix
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Note first that by Theorem 1.8,
{H(µ) + µ(E )}, where H(µ) := E P V dµ dP and µ(E ) := E P dµ dP E . (8.2) (i) Take E 1 ≤ E 2 . Let µ E 2 be optimal in the dual problem for the endowment E 2 . Then
{H(µ) + µ(E 2 )} = u(E 2 ) (8.3)
If E 2 = E 1 + ǫ then the inequality (8.3) is strict. Take E 1 ≤ E 2 , and E 1 = E 2 . If M e V = ∅ then µ ∼ P, so again, (8.3) is strict.
(ii) u(λE 1 + (1 − λ)E 2 ) = min
{H(µ) + µ(λE 1 + (1 − λ)E 2 )} = min
{λ(H(µ) + µ(E 1 )) + (1 − λ)(H(µ) + µ(E 2 ))} ≥ λu(E 1 ) + (1 − λ)u(E 2 ).
(iii) Define E ∞ = E . First note that due to Assumption 1.6, and the conditions (5.4)
Moreover, for Q ′ ∈ M a V fixed we have
Since V is convex and V ′ (y) → ∞ there exists a constant r < ∞ such that V (y)+Cy > C ′ for all y ≥ r. If µ ∈ Cone(M a V ) satisfies µ ≥ r then by Jensen's inequality, for any n ∈ N,
Thus µ cannot be the minimizer in the dual problem (1.3) with endowment E n for any n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. It follows therefore that
where B(r) denotes the ball of radius r in (ba, . ). Similarly,
Thus |u(E n ) − u(E )| → 0 as n → ∞. For ease of notation in the proof of the second statement, define µ n := µ En . Then
Hence ( µ n ) n≥0 is a minimizing sequence for the dual problem with endowment E . We may assume without loss of generality that E satisfies Assumption 1.3; in the case when E satisfies the weaker Assumption 1.6, we may find an H ′ ∈ H mg such that E := E − (H ′ · S) T satisfies Assumption 1.3, and note that µ n is a minimizing sequence for the dual problem with endowment E .
Suppose for a contradiction that µ n → µ E in σ(ba, L ∞ ). Then there exists a σ(ba, L ∞ )-open neighbourhood, U, of µ E such that for all N ∈ N there exists an n ≥ N such that µ n ∈ U. We may therefore find a subsequence { µ n k } k≥0 which lies in the closed set ba \ U. Since this subsequence lies inside the weak* compact ball of radius r in ba, it has a cluster point. There exists, therefore, a subnet { µ α } α∈A of { µ n k } k≥0 which converges to some µ ∈ ba \ U. Since {V E ( µ n k )} k≥0 converges to v E , the subnet {V E ( µ α )} α∈A also converges to v E . Since V E is lower semicontinuous in the weak* topology σ(ba, L ∞ ) we have
Since µ E is unique minimizer in the dual problem, we must have µ = µ E ∈ U, which is the required contradiction.
(iv) Suppose that {E n } n≥0 uniformly satisfy Assumption 1.6. Then the contingent claim lim sup n E n also satisfies Assumption 1.6. Moreover, using Fatou's Lemma, u(lim sup n E n ) = inf
{H(µ) + µ(E n )} = lim sup n u(E n ). (8.4) By our assumptions, the contingent claim lim inf n E n also satisfies Assumption 1.6, and we may find an H ′ ∈ H mg such that E n := E n − (H ′ · S) T satisfies Assumption 1.3. Using Fatou's Lemma, and Theorem 1.9(i), u(lim inf n E n ) = sup H∈H perm E P U (H · S) T + lim inf n E n = sup H∈H perm E P U (H · S) T + lim inf n E n = sup Finally, if E n → E P-a.s. as n → ∞ then by applying both Fatou properties (8.4) and (8.5) above, lim inf n u(E n ) ≥ u(E ) ≥ lim sup n u(E n ).
